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Abstract : Sessile serrated adenoma / polyps （SSA / Ps） are thought to be precursors 
of colorectal cancers.  However, current endoscopic techniques for differentiating 
SSA / Ps from conventional hyperplastic polyps （HPs） have low diagnostic accuracy.  
The aim of the present study was to assess the ability of mucosal crypt patterns to 
distinguish SSA / Ps from HPs.  We examined 140 lesions from 93 patients that had 
been diagnosed histologically as SSA / Ps or HPs at the Showa University Hospital 
between June 2010 and May 2012.  Three experienced colonoscopists reviewed the 
endoscopic ndings of magnifying colonoscopy.  Type II open-shape （Type II-O） 
pit patterns and varicose microvascular vessels （VMVs） were identied according 
to previously proposed denitions.  Although 140 lesions were initially identied for 
the study, 27 lesions were excluded from analysis because of insufcient endoscopic 
ndings.  Thus, endoscopic ndings from a total of 113 lesions （68 SSA / Ps and 45 
HPs） were evaluated.  Of 113 serrated polyps, 51 lesions （44 SSA / Ps and 7 HPs ; 
P＜ 0.01） had Type II-O pit patterns.  The inter- and intra-observer agreement for 
these patterns among three colonoscopists was κ＝ 0.61 （range 0.57–0.65） and κ＝
0.68 （range 0.52–0.94）, respectively.  The positive predictive value （PPV）, negative 
predictive value （NPV）, sensitivity, and specicity of Type II-O pit patterns for dif-
ferentiating between SSA / P and HP were 86％, 61％, 65％, and 84％, respectively.  
In contrast, the PPV, NPV, sensitivity, and specicity of VMVs were 68％, 43％, 
37％, and 73％, respectively.  The results indicate that Type II-O mucosal crypt pat-
terns may be useful for the differential diagnosis of SSAPs and HPs.
Key words : colorectal neoplasms, magnifying endoscope, sessile serrated adenoma /
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Introduction
　Serrated polyps （SPs） of the colorectum are currently classified on the basis of World 
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Health Organization （WHO） criteria1） as hyperplastic polyps （HPs）, sessile serrated adenoma /
polyps （SSA / Ps）, or traditional serrated adenomas （TSAs）.  HPs were traditionally considered 
as non-neoplastic lesions without malignant potential.  However, some HPs show molecular 
features similar to those of colorectal cancers （CRCs）2, 3）.  Recent studies have proposed that 
the serrated pathway begins with HPs and progresses through SSA / Ps or TSAs to CRCs4-7）. 
Notably, SSA / Ps have recently been described as immediate precursors to CRCs that develop 
via a serrated pathway with CpG island methylator （CIMP） phenotypes and BRAF mutations. 
The serrated pathway may be involved in approximately 30％ of CRCs 8）.
　Recent advances in endoscopic equipment have improved the differential diagnosis of 
colorectal neoplasms.  Although TSAs can be easily diagnosed endoscopically by their reddish 
color and pinecone-like appearance, several studies have reported a low diagnostic accuracy 
of current endoscopic techniques for differentiating SSA / Ps from conventional HPs 9, 10）. 
Recently, it has been proposed that novel endoscopic features of SSA / Ps could improve their 
differentiation.  For example, Kimura et al 11） identified a novel mucosal crypt pattern, namely the 
Type II open-shape （Type II-O） pit pattern, specific to SSA / Ps.  This crypt pattern is similar 
to the hyperplastic crypt patterns （stellar or papillary pits）, but the pits are wider and more 
round in shape, reflecting crypt dilatation.  Moreover, Uraoka et al 12） reported that varicose 
microvascular vessels （VMVs） are effective for predicting a diagnosis of SSA / Ps.  VMVs are 
defined as vessels thicker than meshed capillary vessels that meander as varicose veins, a pattern 
that differs from the capillary pattern of the mucosal vascular network.  Although both studies 
reported a high specificity for the diagnosis of SSA / Ps and HPs, the sensitivity and negative 
predictive value （NPV） of the techniques were insufficient.
　Thus, the aim of the present retrospective study was to investigate the differences in the 
clinicopathological features and endoscopic findings between SSA / Ps and HPs.
Methods
Patients and endoscopic image samples
　Images were evaluated retrospectively in the present study.  Of patients undergoing 
polypectomy, endoscopic mucosal resection （EMR）, or endoscopic submucosal dissection （ESD） 
at Showa University Hospital between June 2010 and May 2012, information was reviewed for 
140 lesions from 93 patients that had been diagnosed histologically as SSA / Ps or HPs.  Of 
these 140 lesions, 21 had no images using optical magnification and 6 lesions could not be 
evaluated because of poor quality of the endoscopic image.  Thus, 113 lesions （68 SSA / Ps and 
45 HPs） from 84 patients were included for analysis in the present study.  All images for these 
113 lesions were obtained during high-definition magnifying colonoscopy （CF-H260AZI or PCF-
240ZI ; Olympus Optical, Tokyo, Japan）.
Evaluation of endoscopic images
　Three experienced colonoscopists （K.K., A.K., and T.M.） independently evaluated images 
obtained by chromoendoscopy and narrow band imaging （NBI） using magnifying colonoscopy. 
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The following endoscopic features were reviewed : （1） pit pattern ; （2） the presence of a Type 
II-O pit pattern ; and （3） VMVs.  The colonoscopists were blinded to both clinical information 
and histological diagnoses.
　The pit patterns of each lesion were determined using the modified classifications described 
by Kudo et al 13）, whereas Type II-O pit patterns were identified according to the definitions 
proposed by Kimura et al 11） （Fig. 1） and VMVs were identified according to the definitions 
proposed by Uraoka et al 12） （Fig. 1）.
　The colonoscopists evaluated the endoscopic findings of each lesion twice, in different order, 
in order to assess intra-observer variability.  Endoscopic findings from each colonoscopist were 
evaluated for interobserver variability.  The final endoscopic findings were determined by the 
majority method.
Histological diagnosis
　All resected specimens were reviewed by a senior pathologist （T.Y.）, who was blinded to 
the endoscopic findings.  The histological diagnoses of SSA / Ps and HPs were based on WHO 
criteria 1）.
Data analysis and statistics
　Median values and ranges were calculated.  Continuous variables （age and tumor size） were 
analyzed using Wilcoxon tests.  Categorical variables were compared between tumor groups using 
χ2 or Fisher’s exact tests when testing small samples.  All tests were two-sided, and P ＜ 0.05 
was considered significant.  In addition, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value （PPV）, 
NPV, and accuracy of the Type II-O pit pattern and VMVs for the differential diagnosis of 
SSA / Ps and HPs were calculated.  Inter- and intra-observer agreements were calculated using 
Fleiss κ measurements.  Interpretation of κ values was according to Landis and Koch14）, as 
Fig. 1.  Appearance of sessile serrated adenoma/polyps （SSA / Ps） on magnifying endoscopy. （a） 
Chromoendoscopy showing Type II open-shape （Type II-O） pit patterns （circles） and 
（b） narrow band imaging showing varicose microvascular vessels （VMVs ; arrows）.
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follows : 0, poor agreement ; 0.00–0.20, slight agreement ; 0.21–0.40, fair agreement ; 0.41–0.60, 
moderate agreement ; 0.61–0.80, substantial agreement ; and 0.80–1.00, almost perfect agreement. 
All statistical analyses were performed using JMP version 10 （SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA）.
Results
Clinicopathological features of SSA / Ps and HPs
　Table 1 lists the clinicopathological features of the 68 SSA / Ps and 45 HPs.  Compared 
with HPs, SSA / Ps were found more frequently in the proximal colon （cecum, ascending and 
transverse colon） than in the distal colon （descending and sigmoid colon, rectum ; 85％ vs. 49％ ; 
P＜0.01）.  Analysis of lesion size revealed that SSA / Ps were significantly larger than HPs 
（median size 9 vs. 7 mm）.  The frequency of lesions ≥ 10 mm was significantly higher for SSA /
Ps than HPs （49％ vs. 18％, respectively ; P＜0.01）.  Macroscopically, superficial lesions were 
more frequently found in the case of SSA / Ps than HPs.  There were no significant differences 
in patient gender and age between the SSA / P and HP groups.
Comparison of SSA / P and HP endoscopic ndings
　Type II pit patterns were detected in both SSA / Ps （67 / 68 ; 99％） and HPs （36 / 45 ; 80％）. 
Type II-O pit patterns were found in 44 of 68 SSA / Ps （65％） and in seven of 45 HPs （16％）. 
This difference was statistically significant （P＜ 0.01）.  However, VMVs were observed in only 
25 SSA / Ps （37％） and 12 HPs （27％）, a difference that was not statistically significant （Table 
2）.
Table 1.　Clinicopathological features of SSA / P and HP
SSA / P HP P value
No. of lesions （pts.） 68 （48） 45 （41）
Gender
Male 27 （56％） 25 （61％）
0.61Female 21 （44％） 16 （39％）
Age （years） Median （range） 60 （36-83） 56 （29-80） 0.74
Location
Proximal＊ 58 （85％） 22 （49％）
＜ 0.01Distal＊ 10 （15％） 23 （51％）
Size
Median （range） 9 （4-25） 7 （4-22） ＜ 0.01
　＜ 5 mm 2 （2％） 10 （22％）
＜ 0.01＊＊　6-9 mm 33 （49％） 27 （60％）
　10 mm ≤ 33 （49％） 8 （18％）
Macroscopic type
Supercial 61 （90％） 27 （60％）
＜ 0.01Protruded 7 （10％） 18 （40％）
SSA / P : sessile serrated adenoma / polyp, HP : hyperplastic polyp
＊ Proximal : cecum, ascending and transverse colon ; Distal : descending and sigmoid 
colon, and rectum
＊＊＜ 10 mm vs. 10 mm ≤
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Differential diagnosis of SSA / Ps and HPs
　Table 3 lists the differential diagnoses for SSA / Ps and HPs using Type II-O pit patterns, 
VMVs, clinicopathological factors, and their combination.  Type II-O pit patterns showed higher 
specificity （84％） and PPV （86％） than the other findings.  However, their sensitivity and NPV 
were insufficient.  The overall accuracy of Type II-O pit patterns was 73％.  In contrast, the 
diagnostic accuracy of VMVs was lower than that of Type II-O pit patterns.  We also examined 
the accuracy of differential diagnosis using a combination of two clinicopathological factors, 
namely lesion size （≥ 10 mm） and location （proximal colon）.  The specificity and PPV of this 
combination were similar to those of the Type II-O pit pattern, but the sensitivity and NPV 
were lower.  We also examined the performance of differential diagnosis using a combination of 
the Type II-O pit pattern and the clinical features mentioned above.  Although this combination 
improved the specificity and PPV, the sensitivity and NPV were worse than those of the Type 
II-O pit pattern alone.
Table 2.　Comparison of endoscopic ndings between SSA / P and HP
SSA/P HP 
P value
N＝ 68 N＝ 45
Pit pattern＊
II 67 （99％） 36 （80％）
＜ 0.01＊＊＊IIIL / IV 1 （1％） 5 （11％）
IIIH / IVH＊＊ 0 （0） 4 （9％）
Type II-O pit
presence 44 （65％） 7 （16％）
＜ 0.01absence 24 （35％） 38 （84％）
VMV
presence 25 （37％） 12 （27％）
0.26absence 43 （63％） 33 （73％）
SSA / P : sessile serrated adenoma / polyp, HP : hyperplastic polyp, Type II-O 
pit : Type II open-shape pit pattern, VMV : varicose microvascular vessel
＊ Kudo’s classication, ＊＊ tubular appearance with serration, ＊＊＊ II vs. IIIL /  
IV, IIIH / IVH
Table 3.　Differential diagnosis of SSA/Ps with HPs
Sensitivity （％） Specificity （％） PPV （％） NPV （％） Accuracy （％）
Type II-O pit 65 84 86 61 73
VMV 37 73 68 43 51
Combination factors
　≥ 10 mm＊ and Proximal＊＊ 46 84 82 51 61
　 Type II-O pit, ≥10 mm＊ 
and Proximal＊＊
32 93 88 48 57
Type II-O pit : Type II open-shape pit pattern, VMV : varicose microvascular vessel, PPV : positive predictive value, 
NPV : negative predictive value
＊ lesion size greater than 10 mm, ＊＊ proximal colon （cecum, ascending and transverse colon）
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Inter- and intra-observer variability of endoscopic ndings
　The inter- and intra-observer variabilities for identification of pit pattern, Type II-O pit pattern, 
and VMV among the observers are given in Table 4.  The mean inter- and intra-observer 
agreement for the Type II-O pit pattern was κ＝ 0.61 （range 0.57–0.65） and κ＝ 0.68 （range 
0.52–0.94）, respectively.  The mean inter- and intra-observer agreement for VMW was κ＝ 0.51 
（range 0.44–0.59） and κ＝ 0.74 （range 0.65–0.87）, respectively.  The overall agreement for final 
diagnosis indicated fair or moderate agreement.
Discussion
　The present study evaluated the clinicopathological and endoscopic features of SSA / Ps and 
HPs.  In this study, SSA / Ps were more often located in the proximal colon and were larger 
than HPs.  These clinicopathological features are consistent with those reported previously 6, 15–18）. 
The frequency of Type II-O pit patterns was significantly higher in the case of SSA / Ps than 
HPs.  With regard to the differential diagnosis, the specificity and PPV of the Type II-O pit 
pattern were sufficient, whereas the sensitivity and NPV were not.  These results are similar 
to those reported previously 11, 19）.  However, in the present study, VMVs had lower diagnostic 
accuracy than those reported by Uraoka et al 12）.  Therefore, the usefulness of VMVs for the 
differential diagnosis of SSA / Ps and HPs requires further investigation.  In addition, the 
diagnostic performance of the Type II-O pit pattern was higher than that of a combination of 
two clinicopathological features, namely lesion size ＞10 mm and location in the proximal colon. 
These results suggest that the detection of the Type II-O pit pattern could be useful for the 
differential diagnosis of SSA / Ps and HPs.  However, the lower sensitivity of the Type II-O pit 
pattern makes the differential diagnosis of SSA / Ps without a Type II-O pit pattern and HPs an 
important issue.  Table 5 lists the clinicopathological features of SSA / Ps and HPs without Type 
II-O pit patterns.  SSA / Ps without Type II-O pit patterns were also more frequently found in 
the proximal colon and were larger than HPs.  SPs without Type II-O pit patterns with these 
characteristics require particular attention for the differential diagnosis of SSA / Ps from HPs.
　Investigation of the inter- and intra-observer variability of the Type II-O pit pattern and VMV 
revealed acceptable κ values for both.  These results demonstrate that the endoscopic diagnosis 
Table 4.　Inter- and intra-observer variability of endoscopic ndings
Inter-observer variability （κ-value） Intra-observer variability （κ-value）
K.K-A.K A.K-T.M K.K-T.M K.K A.K T.M
Pit pattern＊
（type II vs. non-type II）
0.55 0.43 0.79 0.85 0.74 0.92
Type II-O pit 0.60 0.57 0.65 0.52 0.59 0.94
VMV 0.59 0.44 0.51 0.65 0.70 0.87
Type II-O pit : Type II open-shape pit pattern, VMV : varicose microvascular vessel
＊ Kudo’s classication
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for both findings did not depend on the observers.
　Rex et al recommended complete endoscopic removal of all SPs, except for diminutive sigmoid 
or rectal lesions 20）.  However, in the present study, no SSA / P without Type II-O pit patterns 
was observed among lesions that were ≤ 5 mm in size.  Therefore, we suggest that endoscopists 
should remove lesions when Type II-O pit patterns are detected in SPs by chromoendoscopy or 
electronic chromoendoscopy （e.g. NBI）.  Otherwise, tumor location （proximal location） and size 
（＞ 5 mm） should be considered when contemplating SP removal.
　In summary, the results of the present study indicate that Type II-O pit patterns may be 
useful for the differential diagnosis of SSA / Ps and HPs.  However, identification of more 
specific features of SSA / Ps is necessary.
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